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Abstract— Because of using the nonlinear high-power, 
single-phase, multi-step full wave or bridge rectifier electric 
locomotive in electrified railway, the electrified railway 
traction power supply system has serious power quality 
problems, which affect safe operation of the electrified 
railway and impact the local power grid adversely. Aiming 
at the electrified railway power quality problems, a 
homogenization model of the inverter is established, and the 
robustness of active power filter is analyzed based on the H-
infinity control theory. Simulation results show that the 
harmonic control effect of electrified railway is good based 
on H-infinity control. Under various parameters 
perturbation, THD is changed relatively small, the system 
can well follow load changed and has strong robustness. So 
based on H-infinity control of active power filter in 
electrified railway harmonic suppression has wide 
application prospects. 
 
Index Terms—electrified railway, power quality, harmonic 
suppression, H-infinity control, active filter 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A single-phase AC traction system is used in 
electrified railway power supply. In our country, the most 
of electric locomotives are SHAOSHAN types, such as 
improved SS4, SS8, SS9 type, etc. Locomotive traction 
mostly adopts the pulse stream DC motors, and flat wave 
reactor is used to suppress current ripple [1]. In the 
operation process of the AC-DC electric locomotive, it 
has brought some problems of low power factor and high 
harmonic current content. In recent years, some high 
speed trains are introduced in China, and the locomotive 
adopts AC-DC-AC rectifier mode, which can basically 
solve the low power factor and high harmonic current 
issues of the locomotive side. No matter type of 
locomotives, because of the traction load is single phase 
or two-phase load, it is asymmetric load in the three-
phase AC system, so it can caused a lot of negative-
sequence current. Electrified railway harmonic, reactive 
power and negative sequence are the important issue of 
electrified railway power quality problem [2]. With the 
train speed up in the rail transport, the traffic density and 
load added, the load of traction electric network is 
increasing. The influence of harmonic, reactive power 
and negative sequence on power system is more and more 
aggravated. So, research on electrified railway power 
quality has important significance for power system and 
electrified railway themselves. 

Solutions of Electrified railway power quality 
problems include the comprehensive management of 
harmonic, reactive and negative sequence current. 
Compared to passive power filter scheme, active power 
filter has better characteristics of the system 
compensation. It not only can real-time compensate 
harmonics and reactive current, but also can balance the 
negative sequence current of system. Active power filter 
which is used to solve power quality problems of electric 
railway has broad application prospects. Aiming at power 
quality problems of electrified railways, active power 
filter is used to suppress harmonics of the electric railway. 
Because the electric traction's load is constantly changing, 
and has other uncertain factors, in this paper, H-infinity 
controller is designed based on linear systems. Through 
suppressing various interferences, it can ensure that the 
hybrid active power filter system asymptotically tracks 
the current signal of the complex instructions, and the 
robustness of the system is improved. 

II. STATUS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY HARMONIC 
SUPPRESSION 

A.  Electrified Railway Load Characteristics 
The traction load of electrified railway is an important 

pollution source of power quality in power system. 
Electric departments, railway power supply technicians 
and academics have paid close attention to electrified 
railway power quality problems. Compared to the other 
pollution sources of power quality with nonlinear loads, 
electric railway traction load has their own particularity. 
It is mainly reflected following characteristics [3]. 

• Single-phase is independent and three-phase is 
asymmetry. Although two-phase power supply is 
used in railway traction power supply systems, but 
the correlation of two-phase load is small. And 
usually that the two arms' loads are independent. 
Single-phase, multi-stage full-wave or bridge 
rectifier type electric locomotive will produce 
fundamental negative sequence current. Therefore, 
the load of electric locomotives belongs to three-
phase asymmetric load for three-phase system. 

• Current has stochastic volatility. With the different 
road conditions, the load of electric locomotive 
occur random fluctuations. That can cause random 
changes of load current, and cause voltage 
fluctuation of traction power supply system. 
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Therefore, the harmonic current possess stochastic 
volatility and large range of fluctuation. 

• Phases are widely distributed. The electric 
locomotive can operate in four-quadrant way. 
Therefore, the harmonic vector will also appear on 
four-quadrant. The phase distribution is wide. 

• AC side current is mirror symmetry. Electric 
traction is a single-phase, multi-stage full-wave or 
bridge rectifier load. The AC side current appears 
mirror symmetry during the steady-state operation, 
which only produces odd harmonic currents. 
Measurement shows that its even harmonic current 
is very small. Usually, even harmonic current can 
be negligible. Generally 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic 
current content are larger [4]. 

• It is high permeability. Electrified railway power 
supply system is one of the few high-voltage users. 
The pollution can be penetrated into the whole 
power system. This kind of situation is not 
affected by the traction transformer connection 
mode. 

• It is high power and wide distribution. Electric 
traction is a single-phase, high-power load (for 
example, SS4 and 8K type electric locomotive, its 
traction power is 6400kW). Electrified railway is 
distributed widely, almost all over the country. 
Electric traction railway transportation has become 
the main way of the railway transportation. 

B.  Analysis on Harmonic Control Methods of Electric 
Railway 
The methods of controlling electric railway harmonic 

are divided into active kind and passive kind. Active kind 
is trying to as little as possible to produce harmonic, 
while it is finishing the main function of the task. Passive 
kind means that various passive power filter and active 
power filter and harmonic compensation devices, etc, are 
installed in bus bar. Because of in decades, a large 
number of AC/DC pattern electric locomotives are 
produced in our country, and the AC/DC pattern still 
possesses the majority in electric locomotives which are 
being produced. And for a long time, they will still 
occupy the main status in our railway transportation. 
Therefore, in addition to change the feeder parameters to 
improve bearing harmonic ability of traction power 
supply system. A variety of filtering devices installed in 
traction transformers 27.5kV bus bar have been the main 
measure to control the electric railway harmonic. 

Usually, power capacitors, reactors and resistors are 
adopted to form a passive power filter in accordance with 
the functional requirements. The device, which shows a 
low resistance path for the harmonics, effectively plays a 
filtering a harmonic filter function.  

Passive filter not only can play a filter role, but also 
can compensate reactive power. Although the passive 
filter has many advantages, such as simple structure, low 
cost, easy maintenance, high harmonic filtering effect and 
other obvious advantages, but it has some difficulties to 
overcome the shortcomings. 

• It only has good suppression effect to the specific 
harmonics, and the filtering effect is not obvious 
to the harmonic deviated from the tuning point. 

• When the bigger harmonic current pasts the 
system, it may cause overload of the passive 
electric power filter, and even may damage the 
filter equipment [5]. 

• The condition of system operation will affect the 
filtering effect of passive power filter. When the 
system impedance is changed and power 
frequency is fluctuated. It can have certain 
influence to the filter effect of the passive electric 
power filter. 

• When the system impedance is changed and 
frequency is fluctuated, the passive power filter 
may produce parallel resonance with the system, 
so that the filter system can't work properly. 

And some of the reactive power compensation device 
also can have the effect of harmonic suppression. For 
example, parallel fixed capacitors group and 12% of the 
reactors are connected in series, it also can suppress 
harmonic when compensate the reactive power. Another 
example, magnetic saturation reactor and fixed capacitor 
compensation equipment are connected in parallel, 
according to the calculation load of reactive power and 
the size of power factor to control the thyristor, 
magnetically controlled reactor will pour inductive 
reactive power into the 27.5kV bus bar through control 
the thyristor, so as to achieve harmonic control and 
reactive power compensation purpose. In the design ideas, 
these compensation devices are mainly for reactive power 
compensation, and have certain functions of filtering 3rd, 
5th and 7th harmonic. In the actual operation, the average 
power factor can basic meet the national standard 
requirement. But there are different degrees of capacitive 
reactive anti-sent when the load is smaller. And the 
harmonics exceed badly when the load is larger. 

With technology progress of the full-controlled power 
device, and demand improving of more and more 
sensitive load for the filtering effect, active power filter 
(APF) begins to be people's attention. It's used a 
completely different principle with passive power filter. 
Through producing the current with the same shape, the 
opponent phase compared to the compensation harmonic, 
it can offset the harmonic currents produced by nonlinear 
loads, so that the harmonics can't be flowed into the 
public grid. APF is a new power electronic device used 
for dynamic harmonic suppression and reactive power 
compensation. It can suppress harmonic with size and 
frequency are changing and compensate variable reactive 
power. The application can overcome shortcomings of 
LC passive power filter and other traditional harmonic 
suppression methods. Compared to conventional passive 
power filter, active power filter has outstanding 
advantages [6]. 

• It can achieve dynamic compensation, and 
suppress harmonic with size and frequency are 
changing and compensate variable reactive power, 
and it has a very fast response to the changes of 
the compensation object. 
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• It can compensate on the harmonic and reactive 
power simultaneously. And the size of reactive 
power compensation can be adjusted continuously. 

• The influence caused by the electrical power 
system impedance is small. And it is difficult to 
produce the resonance with the system impedance. 

• It can track the change of the electrical network 
frequency. The compensation characteristic is not 
influenced by the electrical network frequency. 

• It not only can compensate a harmonic and 
reactive source alone, but also can concentrated 
compensation multiple harmonics and reactive 
sources. 

In order to make full use of the respective advantages 
of active power filter (APF) and passive power filter, to 
achieve purpose of extending capacity, reduce costs and 
improve filtering performance, all sorts of hybrid power 
filters can be used. Hybrid power filter removes the 
fundamental voltage from the conventional APF, so that 
the active power filter only undertakes harmonic voltage 
[7]. Therefore it can significantly reduce the capacity of 
active filter device, and reduce costs, improve efficiency. 
Passive power filter is used to eliminate high harmonics. 
APF is used to suppress low-order harmonic components. 

III. LINEAR SYSTEMS BASED ON H-INFINITY CONTROL 

The perturbed and controlled linear systems can be 
described as follows.  
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There, nRx∈ means a state vector. mRu∈  is 
named control the input vector is . pRy∈  is expressed 

measure the output vector. rRz∈  is said evaluate the 
output vector. qRw∈  is external disturbance vector 
( qRLw ],0[2 +∞∈ ). Every vector and matrix is fully 
differentiable [8]. 

The controller [ )()()( sysKsu = ] can be designed. 
The closed-loop system is met the following features. 

(1)The closed-loop system is stable inside. All of the 
closed-loop system state matrix characteristic values are 
in the complex planar of left half open.  

(2)The H-infinity norm of the closed-loop transfer 
function )(sTwz from the input disturbance w  to the 

controlled output z is less than 1. It means 1)( <sTwz . 

So the controller )()()( sysKsu = with these 
properties is called H-infinity system controller [9]. 

 If the coefficient matrixes of the system model are 
multiplied by a proper constant, there will be γ  which 
reflect the performance of giving H-infinity in closed-
loop system [10]. It means that the H-infinity controls 

problem γ<)(sTwz  can be translated into the 
standard H-infinity control problem which makes 

1)( <sTwz .The standard H-infinity sketches is shown 
as Fig.1. The controller of giving H-infinity function γ  is 
called γ  subprime controller of the system [11]. 

 
Figure1. Standard H-infinity control scheme 

IV. ESTABLISHMENT OF ACTIVE POWER FILTER 
HOMOGENIZATION MODEL 

Active power filter mainly contains four aspects, 
namely, instruction current operation circuit, the current 
tracking control circuit, inverter driving circuit and the 
main circuit consisting of inverter. Its purpose is that 
inverter produce required compensation of harmonic and 
reactive current, and maintain a dynamic stability of DC 
capacitor voltage. Harmonic current signal detection is 
usually based on instantaneous reactive power theory 
method [12]. Current control link directly determines the 
precision and speed of produced the compensation 
current. Now the existing methods have current hysteresis 
control method, triangle carrier modulation method, 
voltage space vector method, passivity method, etc. DC 
side capacitor voltage normally adopts proportional- 
integral adjustment, and its output active current is used 
to maintain constants of capacitor voltages [13]. Its 
principle diagram and main circuit are respectively in 
Fig.2 and Fig.3. 

 
Figure2.   The principle diagram of the power filters 

 
Figure3.   The main circuit diagram of the inverter 
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In the main circuit, su  is named a power supply 
voltage. The active power loss and inverter switching loss 
are replaced by R. The reactance of main circuit and filter 
circuit can be said by an equivalent inductance L. 
Harmonic source load contains base wave active electric 
current fi1 , harmonic and reactive current hi1 . If the filter 

outputs a current ci  which has the same size and the 

different direction with the current hi1 , so the power 

supply current just contains the base wave active fi1  of 

the load current. And, ci is the current compensation 
which is produced by the filter. According to the circuit 
model, the following equations can be obtained [14]. 
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     Among them, s is the switch function, and its specific 
meaning is 

                   
⎩
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⎧

=
0
1

s .                                                       (3) 

1 means opening the up bridge-arm, shutting off the 
down bridge-arm. 

0 means opening the down bridge-arm, shutting off the 
up bridge-arm. 

In order to convenience homogenization modeling 
process, s is replaced by the equivalent switch 
variable d . So, s is expressed as  

                  
2

1+
=

ds .                                                (4) 

The APF system state equation is gained through (4) 
and (2). 
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Using homogenization modeling method, the 
homogenization system state equation of APF can be 
obtained. 
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Among them, ]1,1[)( −∈tp is control variable under 
homogenization model. 

When the system is compensated to balance, system 
voltage, current should be 

)sin( φω += tUu ms                                 (7) 

)sin(* φω += tIi ms .                                  (8) 

Among them, mU  is named amplitude of fundamental 

wave. *
si  is said ideal current, which can be given from 

the following expression. 
  dtUukUukI dcdcidcdcpm )()( −+−= ∫         (9) 

Among them, dcU  is named the capacitor reference 
voltage of the DC side. 

Obviously, 1i  add ci is equal to si . When si  is become 
ideal value of the electric current, the electric current’s 
compensation dosage which produced by the filter 
is 1

** iii sc += . 
According to the model above-mentioned, the single-

phase parallel active power filter’s H-infinity control 
model can be shown as follows. 
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infinity control model’s standard model is obtained. 
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Among them, 
L
RA −= , 11 =B , 

L
u

B dc

22 −= , 11 =C , 

12 =C , 111 =D , 012 =D , 021 =D , 022 =D . So 
the output feedback controller of this model can be shown 
as follows. 

ysKu )(= .                                               (12) 

V. THE CALCULATION OF H-INFINITY CONTROLLER 

After all parameters supposed, we can use the 
simulation software MATLAB to set the system model in 
the simulation main window.  
>> a=-40000; b1=1; b2=-2.5e7; c1=1; c2=1; d11=1; 
d12=0; d21=0; d22=0; 
>> P=ltisys (a, [b1 b2], [c1; c2], [d11 d12; d21 d22]) 

P = -40000           1    -25000000           1 
        1                   1           0                   0 
        1                   0           0                   0 
        0                   0           0               -Inf 

In order to get the best H-infinity controller, input 
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>> [gopt, K]=hinflmi(P, [1 1]). 
The results are shown as follows. 
Minimization of gamma: 
Solver for linear objective minimization under LMI 

constraints  
 Iterations:    Best objective value so far  
     1                    1.057150 
     2                    1.020875 
     3                    1.020875 
     4                    1.004135 
     5                    1.004135 
     6                    1.001193 
     7                    1.001193 
     8                    1.000391 
     9                    1.000016 
    10                   1.000016 
    11                   1.000016 
    12                   1.000016 
    13                   1.000016 
    14                   1.000009 
*** new lower bound:     0.999966 
 Result:  feasible solution of required accuracy 
              best objective value:     1.000009 
              guaranteed relative accuracy: 4.23e-005 
              f-radius saturation:  0.005% of R = 1.00e+008  
             Optimal Hinf performance:  1.000e+000  
gopt =1.0100 
K = 1.0e+005 * 

            -1.5490     -0.5643    0.0000 
            -0.0000      0             0 
             0               0             -Inf 

So the best H-infinity performance index of the system 
can be got, namely 01.1=optγ , and the system matrix of 

the controller )(sK   can also be got. One of the 
controller's state-space can be achieved by the function as 
following. 
>> [ak ,bk ,ck ,dk] = ltiss (K) 
>> [knum, kden] = ss2tf (ak ,bk ,ck ,dk);  
>> ktf = tf (knum,kden) 

Transfer function: 
    132.1 
------------------- 
s + 1.549e005 

>> clsys = slft (P , K) 
So we can get the closed-loop system of the ∞H  

controller. 
clsys =1.0e+005 * 
          -0.4000       0.5852    0.0000         0.0000 
          -0.5643      -1.5490    0                  0 
           0.0000       0             0.0000         0 
           0                0             0                 -Inf 

>> spol ( clsys) 
ans =1.0e+004 * 
           -9.7450 + 0.1333i 

               -9.7450 - 0.1333i 
The “spol” function can test the stability of the closed-

loop system. The system's poles are both in the left half 
plane of the x-y coordinate system, so the system is stable, 
and it belongs to a minimum phase system. The step 

response and the frequency-amplitude characteristic of 
system are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5.  As the Fig.4 shown, 
the speed of system response is quick, and the system 
transient process can't be seen. This is helpful for rapid 
compensation electrified railway harmonic requirements. 
It can be seen from the Fig.5, when the amplitude 
frequency characteristic is achieved 0db, whose 
corresponding phase frequency characteristic is -1.6°, and 
the stability margin is 178.4°, greater than 0. This 
illustrates that the design of control system is stable. It 
should be pointed out that active power filter system is 
not designed into optimization system, so it results that 
the deviation in the system and the ideal stable system 
(stability margin is 45°) is larger. Even so, the H-infinity 
control system which is designed for electrified railway 
harmonic control is feasible and effective. 
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Figure4. The step-response of H-infinity controller 
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controller 

VI. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

MATLAB simulation model is shown as Fig.6. The 
QIANYIN module is the traction power supply system. 
The XIEBOJIANCE is the harmonic detection module. 
The SANJIAOZAIBO-KONGZHI is the current 
hysteresis control module. Subsystem2 is the main circuit 
of inverter. K is the H-infinity controller. 
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Figure6.    Simulated model of active power filter 

The total current waveforms are shown respectively in 
Fig.7 and Fig.8, before and after harmonic compensated 
for traction power supply system. 

 
Figure7. The total current waveform before compensation 

 
Figure8.    The total current waveform after compensation 

When there is no parametric change, FFT analysis is 
shown as in Fig.9. 

 
Figure9.  The FFT analysis of no parameters change 

FFT analysis is shown as Fig.10 when R adds 0.5Ω. 

 
Figure10.    The FFT analysis when R adds 0.5Ω 

FFT analysis is shown as Fig.11 when L adds 0.0005H. 

 
Figure11.   The FFT analysis when L adds 0.0005H 

FFT analysis is shown as Fig.12 when L and R are 
added 0.0005H and 0.5Ω respectively. 

 
Figure12.   FFT analysis when L adds 0.0005H and R adds 0.5Ω 

The FFT analysis is shown as Fig.13 when C adds 
0.0001F. 
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Figure13.    FFT analysis when C adds 0.0001F 

FFT analysis is shown as Fig.14 when L and R and C 
are added 0.0005H and 0.5Ω and 0.0001F simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure14.   The FFT analysis when L adds 0.0005H and R adds 0.5Ω 

and C adds 0.0001F. 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

From the above-figure we can see that the effect is 
good when H-infinity controls the harmonic. And the 
relative change of THD is little when the parameters have 
a few perturbations. When it's 0.2 second, the system can 
well follow the change of load. This has sufficiently 
embodied that H-infinity controller has better stability 
and robustness. 
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